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Abstract: We present a comprehensive experimental study on laser-induced hierarchic nano-micro
periodic surface structures on brass that influences wetting behavior. Using ultra short laser pulses
with a wavelength of 1030 nm, large scaled areas completely covered by laser-induced periodic
surface structures (LIPSS) are generated with these areas being superimposed by ablation trenches
and u-ripples. The influence of the incident laser fluence and pulse overlap on the apparent contact
angle for coverage of the surface with distilled water with a surface tension of 74 mN/m are examined
with its temporal evolution being observed over a period of two weeks. Our results show an initial
drop in the apparent contact angle below the angle of an unstructured surface. Using atomic force
microscopy, the roughness factor described by the Wenzel model is determined and compared to the
roughness factor given by the apparent contact angle measurement. The ascertained difference in
roughness cannot be entirely attributed to the topography of the laser-structured surface. We suggest
that changes in the surface chemistry additionally alter the wetting behavior as confirmed by X-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements. On a time scale of days after laser irradiation, the
apparent contact angle increases into the hydrophobic range. Both the absolute apparent contact
angle and this temporal change reveal a pronounced dependence on the applied laser fluence and
pulse overlap. In particular, increasing both, the fluence and the pulse overlap leads to smaller
apparent contact angles directly after the irradiation and to higher apparent contact angles after an
observation period of two weeks.
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1. Introduction

Over the last decade, the increased commercial availability of industrial grade ultra short pulsed
laser systems has fostered many applications of this innovative laser source. Beside the advantage
of non-thermal material processing, new approaches for surface structuring have been intensively
studied. One of these novel applications is the generation of laser-induced periodic surface structures
(LIPSS), which were firstly observed in 1965 by Birnbaum [1]. Generally, LIPSS are separated in
two common types. Low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) appear with a spatial periodicity near the
incidence laser wavelength, whereas high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) exhibit a spatial periodicity
clearly below the laser wavelength [2]. For metals, the orientation of LSFL is perpendicular and that
of HSFL is parallel to the polarization direction of the incident laser radiation. The origin of LSFL
is described as the interaction of the electromagnetic field of the laser and a surface scattered wave
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generated by the incident laser light. This surface scattered wave forms the basis of the so-called
efficacy factor theory, which is associated with surface plasmon polaritons (SPP) [3]. This model
of the origin explains the direction and the spatial wavelength of LSFL on metals. Recent studies
suggest that another type of periodic structure, often referred to as unclassical ripples, u-ripples,
or grooves, with a spatial period much greater than the incident laser wavelength, may appear
during ultra-short pulsed laser irradiation. The orientation of the latter is found to be parallel to the
polarization of the laser beam [4–6]. The formation of such u-ripples has been attributed to capillary
waves by an inhomogeneous temperature distribution as a result of scattered laser pulses on a molten
surface layer [5]. With respect to the manifold potential applications of periodically structured
surfaces, the aforementioned types of LIPSS have been intensively investigated on metals [7,8],
semiconductors [3,4], and dielectrics [9–11]. Specifically, periodic surface structures can be used for
controlling cell growth in biotechnology [12], friction and wear optimization [13], testing of mechanical
properties [14], and influencing the emission properties of THz transmitters [15]. In particular,
the influence of LSFL on the wetting properties of surfaces can be applied in microfluidics [16] and to
self-cleaning components [17]. Commonly, Ti/sapphire lasers [18–20] or nanosecond lasers [21–24]
are used in scientific reports to modify the wetting behavior of surfaces; however, for industrial
applications, it is desirable to use femtosecond lasers with a high repetition rate, enabling high
throughput and process efficiency. There are fundamentally three different states of wetting behavior
differentiated with respect to the contact angle, namely hydrophilic (Θ < 90◦), hydrophobic (Θ > 90◦),
and super-hydrophobic (Θ > 150◦). These states can be practically realized either by an additional
deposited function layer or by structuring the surface to modify the surface roughness in a specific
manner. Since the generation of LIPSS depends sensitively on the number of laser pulses per spot and
the applied laser pulse energy, a comprehensive study of the influencing factors is indispensable as
to control the achievable wetting properties for the targeted application, e.g., hydrophilic states for
microfluidics or super hydrophobic states for self-cleaning surfaces.

In this study, we report on the generation of combined LSFL, u-ripples, and ablation trenches on
brass and analyze the wetting behavior immediately after laser irradiation and its temporal evolution
on a time scale of several days. Whereas the apparent contact angle initially reveals a pronounced
drop as compared to unstructured brass, it increases into the hydrophobic regime and saturates
over several days. This temporal evolution has already been shown for several metallic surfaces
after femtosecond-based laser structuring [17,25–28] and is mainly described by a highly chemical
reactive surface direct after laser treatment and a growing passive hydrophobic layer rich on carbon
from the composition of CO2 [29]. Both the initial drop and the subsequent increase reveal a strong
dependence on pulse overlap and laser fluence. For a further understanding of the initial drop of the
apparent contact angle, the wetting behavior according to the Wenzel model [30] is discussed with
the roughness factor being determined by atomic force microscope measurements. Our results imply
that the change in wetting behavior cannot entirely be attributed to the laser-induced changes in the
topography, and we suggest that changes in the surface element concentration additionally alter the
wetting behavior, namely, by an increase in the oxygen concentration and a change in the concentration
ratio between carbon and tin/copper, as confirmed by XPS measurements of unstructured reference
samples and laser-structured specimens. The novel approach of this study is the combination of the
high pulse repetition rate, the fs-pulse duration, and the 1030 nm laser wavelength with comprehensive
consideration of laser fluence, pulse overlap, and time-based effects on the apparent contact angle
appearance of water on flat brass surfaces. The laser-based hierarchic nano and micro structures are
analyzed, and the resulting surface advance is compared to the apparent contact angle measurement
to identify the chemical modification directly after laser treatment. The results can help to implement
hierarchic nano and micro structures into surface engineering approaches.
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2. Experimental

We used an ultra short pulsed laser (Pharos 10-600-PP, Light Conversion, Vilnius, Lithuania) with
a pulse duration of 220 fs (FWHM) at a repetition rate of 50 kHz. For the generation of the micro-
and nanostructures, we used the fundamental emission wavelength of 1030 nm. Figure 1 shows the
experimental setup for the surface treatment. The energy of the laser beam was adjusted by an external
attenuator. With a half wave plate in front of the focusing unit, the linear polarization of the laser
beam was rotated parallel to the onwards used scanning direction. A galvo scanner (RTA AR800
2G+, Newson, Dendermonde, Belgium) was used in combination with a telecentric lens ( f = 100 mm)
to focus the beam onto the sample with a spot diameter of 38 µm (1/e2). LSFL were generated on
0.75 mm thick commercial available flat brass (CW 508L, CuZn37), which was cut in square pieces
with a size of 16 × 16 mm2. The pieces were ground with a multi-directional polishing machine (LS3V,
REMET, Bologna, Italy) with several abrasive strengths and afterwards polished with suspensions
down to a grain size of 1µm to achieve a reference surface with a roughness Ra between 9 nm.

Figure 1. Schematic laser system setup with Light Conversion Pharos 10-600. First, the half wave
plate (HWP) and Polarizer allow energy adjustment; second, the HWP controls the orientation of the
laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS).

To determine their influence on the generation of LIPSS, the fluence, i.e., the ratio of laser pulse
energy and spot area, was varied between 0.87 J/cm2 and 1.96 J/cm2, and the scanning speed between
16 mm/s and 144 mm/s, respectively. The latter correspond to effective pulse overlaps between
92% and 99%. For each parameter combination, the scanning speed was set to achieve comparable
track energies for each fluence (namely 2.5, 5, 7.5, and 10 J/m have been employed). While LSFL and
u-ripples generated self-organized periodic structures that appear even for static laser illumination,
ablated lines were generated in a periodic fashion by a scanning path that aligned individual lines
next to each other. Becausethe ablation width increased with increasing fluence and track energy, the
distance between individual ablation lines had to be adjusted for each parameter set in order to avoid
damage in between lines and to ensure complete coverage of the surface with a periodic ablation
pattern. Therefore, in the experimental evaluation, we also determined a periodicity for the ablated
lines (Λablation, see Table 1), and this periodicity was in turn used in the numerical analysis (Section 3.3).

For each parameter combination, three equal samples with structured fields of 4.5 × 4.5 mm2

were generated. The experimental results of the apparent contact angle measurements, as shown in the
following diagrams, included the determined mean values and standard deviations. The geometrical
dimensions of ΛLSFL and Λu-ripple were captured via Scanning Electron Microscopy (Phenom ProX,
Phenom World, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) with subsequently picture analysis via 2D Fourier
transformation. This approach figures the spatial frequency, the orientation, and the homogeneity of
the generated LIPSS [11]. To evaluate the modulation depth of the LSFL and u-ripples, an atomic force
microscope (Dimension Icon, Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA) in PeakForce Tapping Mode
and for the determination of the modulation depth of the line ablation, a 3D optical microscope based
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on white light interferometry (Contour GT-K, Bruker Corporation) were used. The wetting behavior
was investigated using a contact angle measurement system (OCA 25, Data Physics, Filderstadt,
Germany). Using a dispensing unit, a droplet (6µL) of distilled water with a surface tension of
74 mN/m was deposited on the examined surface. A camera captures the droplet on the surface via
the sessile drop method. The resulting image was analyzed to determine the apparent contact angle by
the circular shape fitting of the drop. Studies by Kietzig et al. [29] and Martínez-Calderon et al. [25]
have shown that the apparent contact angle of water on laser-structured surfaces depends on the
elapsed time between the structuring process itself and the actual measurement. To evaluate this effect
specifically on LIPSS, for each laser parameter set, three identical samples were initially produced,
allowing measurements of the apparent contact angle over days on fresh, i.e., previously unused,
specimens. Until the apparent contact angle was measured, all samples were stored under ambient
air at a temperature of approximately 23 ◦C. XPS measurements have been performed with an ESCA
spectrometer (Perkin Elmer) using monochromatic Al-K-α radiation providing quantitative information
on the surface element concentration. High resolution measurements of detailed spectra resolving
changes in the binding conditions are performed using an Mg-K-α cathode ray tube.

Table 1. Spatial wavelength and modulation depth of LSFL, u-ripples, and ablations in the dependence
of applied laser fluence (rows) and track energy (columns). The values represent the mean of three
measured specimens.

Spatial Wavelength ΛLSFL/nm

2.5 J/m 5 J/m 7.5 J/m 10 J/m

0.87 J/cm2 905 902 886 879

1.63 J/cm2 901 894 884 872

1.96 J/cm2 897 891 882 869

Spatial Wavelength Λu-ripple/nm

2.5 J/m 5 J/m 7.5 J/m 10 J/m

0.87 J/cm2 1316 1557 1788 1808

1.63 J/cm2 1247 1316 1733 1812

1.96 J/cm2 1280 1339 1709 1800

Spatial Wavelength Λablation/µm

2.5 J/m 5 J/m 7.5 J/m 10 J/m

0.87 J/cm2 25.8 27.8 28 28.4

1.63 J/cm2 24.5 29.6 32.1 31.2

1.96 J/cm2 25.2 33 32.3 33.2

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Modulation Length and Depth Analysis of Laser-Structured Surfaces

Figure 2 schematically shows the appearance of the laser-driven structures. The laser scanning
direction is along the X-axis, so the height modulation is along the Y-axis. Even along the Y-axis, the
u-ripple modulation occurs after femtosecond laser irradiation. Perpendicular to these structures, the
LSFL appears along the X-axis. To visualize these structures, Figure 3 shows the identical area of a
laser-structured brass surface for two measurement modes (compositional and topographical mode) of
the SEM, generated by different SEM detector settings (Figure 3a,c), highlighting differently generated
LSFL and u-ripples using a fluence of 0.87 J/cm2 and a pulse overlap of 98.8%. Whereas in Figure 3a
LSFL can be seen with a periodicity of 879 nm, i.e., slightly below the laser wavelength, Figure 3c
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depicts u-ripples in the same field of view, being perpendicularly oriented to the LSFL and having a
periodicity of 1808 nm. Performing a 2D Fourier analysis on these images yields information on the
spatial frequency, orientation, and homogeneity of the periodic structures (Figure 3b,d). Please note
that the above given figures for the periodicities are taken from the position of the centroids of the 2D
Fourier spectra.

Figure 2. A schematic surface model of the laser-generated hierarchic periodic nano-micro structures
showing both laser-ablated trenches with superimposed u-ripples and LIPSS perpendicular to the
trenches and ripples. Please note the different scale for the LIPSS which appear on a nano-micro scale
whereas ablation trenches and u-ripples are on a micro-scale.

Table 1 summarizes the measured periodicities and modulation depths of LSFL, u-ripples, and
ablation lines as a function of the applied laser fluence and track energies, respectively. Apparently,
in the studied parameter range, the LSFL period ΛLSFL decreases significantly with increasing track
energy, i.e., decreasing scanning speed, and decreases slightly with increasing fluence. The decreasing
spatial wavelength of the LSFL can be explained by the induction of a surface-plasma wave through the
parametric decay of laser light [31]. The increasing pulse number is a result of a feedback mechanism
based on a grating assisted SSP excitation and the incident laser radiation [4]. This behavior has
similarly been reported for the generation of LIPSS on titanium by Golosov et al. [32], on silicon
by Bonse et al. [4], and on titanium, molybdenum, platinum, and tungsten by Okamuro et al. [31].
Contrary to these trends of ΛLSFL, the spatial periodicity of the u-ripples (Λu-ripple) increases with
increasing track energy and exhibits similarly small decreases with increasing fluence [5,33]. Finally,
since the ablated line spatially extends as track energy and fluence increases,the periodicity of the
ablated lines (Λablation) also increases according to the readjustment of the scanning distance between
ablated lines (see Section 2).The modulation depths reveals a similar behavior for all three types
of periodic structuring. With increasing track energy, i.e., increasing local energy deposition, dLSFL,
du-ripple, and dablation increase, e.g., for dLSFL, from about 160 to 260 nm, for du-ripple, from about 200
to 350 nm, and for dablation, from 0.6 to 2.1µm, respectively. With increasing fluence, however, the
modulation depth remains almost constant on the respective level determined by the track energy.
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(a) LSFL (b) 2D-FFT of LSFL

(c) u-ripples (d) 2D FFT of u-ripples

Figure 3. SEM images of a laser-structured brass surface (a,c) and corresponding transformed 2D
Fourier spectra for the analysis of LSFL and u-ripples (b,d).

3.2. Wetting Behavior

As has been reported, laser-structured surfaces alter the wetting behavior with a temporal
evolution of the apparent contact angle over days. Here, we focus on a detailed analysis of the
apparent contact angle Θ as a function of the applied laser fluence and pulse overlap with specific
attention on the temporal change in Θ. Figure 4 depicts the apparent contact angle versus time for
different fluences between 0.87 and 1.96 J/cm2. The individual error bars show the influence of the
adapted pulse overlap and takes the standard deviation of a threefold measurement into account.
The apparent contact angle Θ was measured directly after the laser irradiation (referred to as Day 1)
and on Days 3, 5, 9, 10, and 12. Starting from the initial contact angle of an unstructured surface of 64◦,
i.e., the hydrophilic range (this contact angle is calculated by Young’s equation for a flat surface), for
all fluences, the apparent contact angle after laser irradiation and surface structuring initially drops
further into the hydrophilic range, a behavior that has been reported by several other groups [29,34,35].
During the following days, Θ continuously increases, indicating a saturation-type behavior reaching
values between 100◦ and 140◦, in accordance with previous observations on several metals [29,34,35].
An explanation for this is given in [29] and [21]. A CO2 decomposition reaction is triggered by the
laser process and generates new non-polar carbon groups on the surface which have a hydrophobic
character. It is worth mentioning that, depending on the specific laser structuring parameters, such as
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fluence, pulse overlap, and wavelength, we find that brass saturation is achieved after a period of up
to 12 days. With increasing fluence, the apparent contact angle, after the initial drop, increases and
leads to a higher apparent contact angle at the end of the observation period of 12 days, shown in
Figure 4. Showing the influence of both laser fluence and pulse overlap on the apparent contact angle,
Figure 5 details the dependence of these laser structuring parameters on the first and 12th days after
irradiation, exemplary for an intermediate fluence of 1.96 J/cm2. The apparent contact angle on Day 1
significantly decreases with increasing pulse overlap, i.e., increasing track energy, whereas, on Day
12, Θ increases only slightly with pulse overlap. This behavior can, by trend, also be found for the
investigated fluences of 0.87 and 1. 63 J/cm2, respectively. In particular, we find that the combination
of the highest fluence (1.96 J/cm2) and the highest specific pulse overlap (98%) leads to the smallest
contact angle of 8.7◦ (Figure 5). In contrast, the combination of the smallest fluence (0.87 J/cm2) and the
smallest specific pulse overlap (92%) leads to the highest apparent contact angle of 45.3◦ on the first day.
A similar effect was also reported from Bizi-bandoki et al. [26] for stainless steel and aluminium. At the
end of the observation period, i.e., Day 12, all surfaces reached a hydrophobic behavior (Figure 4), and
those surfaces with the highest drop of the apparent contact angle after irradiation (Day 1) reached
the highest apparent contact angle on the 12th day. In the following section, we will show that this
behavior can be attributed to the laser-induced topography, its associated increase in the surface, and
changes in the surface chemical composition.

Figure 4. Apparent contact angle in the dependence of time and the applied laser fluence (error bars
indicate the standard deviation of 12 daily measured samples). The reference contact angle on flat brass
is 64◦.

Figure 5. Influence of adapted pulse overlap on the apparent contact angle direct after irradiation
(blue) and 12 days later (orange) for a laser fluence of 1.96 J/cm2.
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3.3. Structural Characterization

The influence of the surface roughness upon the apparent contact angle can be explained by the
Wenzel state and the Cassie–Baxter state. Regarding Wenzel [30], the inherent wettability of a surface
will be enhanced by the surface roughness (see also Equation (1)). Increased roughness will decrease
the apparent contact angle on an inherently hydrophilic surface and will increase the apparent contact
angle on an inherently hydrophobic surface. This is based on the assumption that the entire surface is
wetted, i.e., there is no air gap between the surface and the liquid. The increased roughness, which is
induced by laser treatment makes a Wenzel-like wetting more likely. This assumption is in accordance
with other research groups [21,26,29]. In terms of the hydrophobic steady state after 12 days, which
wetting state is present—the Wenzel, Cassie–Baxter, or Hybrid Cassie-Wenzel model—is still being
debated [34].

cos(ΘW) = rcos(ΘY) (1)

In the following discussion, we focus on the wetting behavior directly after laser treatment. In
the Wenzel equation, r, generally referred to as the roughness ratio, describes the surface roughness
defined by the ratio of the true area of the solid surface to its projected area, i.e., r equals 1 for a
perfectly flat surface. However, real surfaces exhibit a certain roughness where r > 1. According to
Equation (1), wetting described by the Wenzel model will always lead to lower apparent contact angles
ΘW , as described by Young’s equation (ΘY) for perfectly flat surfaces.

Based on this background, our experimental results of a decreased apparent contact angle upon
laser irradiation can be assigned to an enlarged surface generated by laser structuring, i.e., the LSFL,
u-ripples, and ablation trenches. To estimate r, we measured the topography using AFM and 3D optical
microscopy and determined the modulation length and depth of LSFL, u-ripples, and ablation trenches.
Based on the measured topography (c.f. Figure 6), we derive that the surface can be described by either
|sin(x)| (in case of LSFL) or sin(y) (in case of u-ripples and ablation trenches) type functions. We,
therefore, define the following functions to calculate the real surface area using a numerical approach.
Please note that the LSFL are oriented perpendicularly to the u-ripples and ablation trenches (see
Figure 2), so the real surface L for LSFL is calculated along the x-axis, whereas for u-ripples and
ablation tranches L is calculated along the y-axis.

LLSFL =
∫ ΛLSFL

0

√√√√√1 +

dLSFLπ cos
(

πx
ΛLSFL

)
ΛLSFL

2

dx (2)

Lu-ripple = 2
∫ Λu-ripple

2

0

√√√√√1 +

du-rippleπ cos
(

2πx
Λu-ripple

)
Λu-ripple

2

dy (3)

Lablation = 2
∫ Λablation

2

0

√√√√√1 +

dablationπ cos
(

2πx
Λablation

)
Λablation

2

dy (4)

Here, LLSFL, Lu-ripple, and Lablation denote the real length of the surface in the direction orthogonal
to the structures. Dividing them by ΛLSFL, Λu-ripple, and Λablation, respectively, gives the relative
extension of the surface by the individual structures. In general, we find that these ratios relate to each
other according to

LLSFL
ΛLSFL

>
Lu-ripple

Λu-ripple
>

Lablation
Λablation

. (5)

For example, for a fluence of 1.96 J/cm2 and a pulse overlap of 98%, the LSFL leads to an extension
of 20.6%, the u-ripple to 9.5%, and the ablation to 1.3%, respectively. The product of these three ratios
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gives the ratio of the true area of the solid surface to its projected area, i.e., r as described in the Wenzel
equation. For the above-mentioned example, this results in a roughness ratio r of 1.34.

As mentioned above, the decrease in the apparent contact angle with laser fluence and pulse
overlap can be assigned to the increasing extension of the surface, as generated by the laser structuring.
This is qualitatively confirmed and highlighted in Figure 7, showing the correlation of the apparent
contact angle and the roughness ratio r versus the pulse overlap. With increasing pulse overlap, i.e.,
increasing track energy, the roughness ratio increases, while the apparent contact angle decreases
accordingly. However, comparing the roughness ratios as determined by the surface topography to the
roughness ratios calculated by the Wenzel equation reveals a discrepancy. For example, for the above
given example (a fluence of 1.96 J/cm2 and a pulse overlap of 98%) that yields a roughness ratio of
r = 1.34, the apparent contact angle is measured as 8.7◦. Using Young’s contact angle of 64◦ (see above)
and the Wenzel equation, the roughness factor is determined to be 2.15. Figure 8 shows the roughness
ratios as determined by the surface topography and the roughness ratios calculated by the Wenzel
equation using the measured apparent contact angles and Young’s contact angle. Apparently, both
methods result qualitatively in similar behavior, namely, an increase in r with increasing laser fluence
and pulse overlap. However, the roughness ratio as calculated by the Wenzel equation is consistently
higher than the roughness ratio determined by the surface topography.

(a) AFM measurement (b) Height profile with structural fit |sin(x)|

Figure 6. AFM measurement of the LSFL structure (a) for a laser fluence of 0.87 J/cm2 and 99% overlap.
(b) The height profile of the LSFL can be described using a |sin(x)| function.

Figure 7. First day apparent contact angle and calculated roughness factor r for a fluence of 1.96 J/cm2.
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Figure 8. Calculated surface advance based on the topographical measurement (TM, solid lines) and
the estimated surface advance based on the apparent contact angle measurement (CAM, dashed lines).

As a consequence, we conclude that the changes in the surface topography are not exclusively
responsible for the altered wetting behavior, as it has been assumed by other studies on copper,
titanium, stainless steel, and brass [29,34,35]. Thus, a yet unknown surface chemistry effect must be
taken into account to further understand the wetting behavior of laser-structured areas. We therefore
performed XPS measurements of unstructured reference samples and structured samples on different
days after laser treatment. All XPS measurements have been done on previously unmeasured
specimens in order to exclude any modifications of the surface chemistry during XPS measurements
itself or temporarily storage under high vacuum in the XPS spectrometer.

For the element surface concentration, we find immediately after laser surface structuring that the
present carbon concentration strongly decreases from 46.9 to about 22%, while the oxygen concentration
increases from about 30 to 52%, respectively, with oxide layers typically being associated with a
hydrophilic behavior [29]. These concentrations remain almost unchanged over all days. High
resolution detailed XPS carbon spectra (see Figure 9a) additionally reveal a significant increase in
oxidic bonds particularly in the form of O–C=O as compared to the reference. In the oxygen spectra
(Figure 9b), C–O, Si–O, C=O, and metallic oxides can be found for both the reference and laser-treated
specimen, but the content of metallic oxides are increased after laser treatment. The small amount
of Si occurring in the measurements is a result of locally introduced SiC particles by grinding and
polishing of the reference surface. Again, these findings remain almost unchanged over days elapsing
from the day of laser treatment. We therefore conclude that the changes in element concentration and
the binding conditions of carbon and oxygen account for the strong decrease in the apparent contact
angle Θ upon laser structuring. However, as the XPS spectra do not reveal pronounced changes over
the following days, the corresponding change in Θ during the following days remains unclear.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. Normalized intensity resulting from XPS measurement: detailed C-Spectra (a) and O-Spectra (b).

4. Conclusions

Using infrared femtosecond laser pulses, large scaled areas completely covered by highly
uniformed LIPSS were generated on brass, with these nanostructures being superimposed by
microscopic laser ablation trenches and u-ripples. Within a comprehensive experimental study, the
wetting behavior of the structured surfaces was investigated as a function of applied laser fluence
and pulse overlap, with the temporal evolution of the apparent contact angle measured over several
days. The results reveal an initial drop in the apparent contact angle upon laser structuring and a
subsequent pronounced increase over the following days. By employing atomic force microscopy and
a geometrical model for the laser generated surface topography, the roughness factor given by the
Wenzel model was determined and compared with the experimentally determined apparent contact
angle, revealing differences that can partly be attributed to changes in the chemical composition on
the surface. The results shed light on the wetting behavior of fs-laser-structured surfaces and reveal
potential applications for hierarchic nano- and microstructures in surface engineering.
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